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Comments:

Forex isn't something new. Yet, this guys are charging $185 dollars/month just
for "training" that you can easily get it for free on Youtube. It's a complete ripoff.
I got invited to a meeting and when I asked where are the headquarters, they
literally told me that they don't have an actual office. That the owner runs the
company remotely from his hotel room in Las Vegas. Also, in their live
presentations, they say that CEO Chris Terry has managed to earn $85 million
dollars and that he's aclaimed by Wall Street for his priceless contribution. Yet,
I couldn't find any legit references on Google. and boy, I did my research. They
tell prospects that it's a ground-floor opportunity because for the first time ever,
you can make money off the product and not by recruiting. Which it's not true at
all. Most of their reps reinforce this by making income claims on social media
by saying things like: "See, it's very easy to make money with IML because you
don't have to recruit" and people buy into the idea because the hope being sold
it's easy money. One of those distributors is Austin Godsey. Top leader and
rank his rank is Chairman 50.0h, by the way. It's impossible to hit that rank just
"trading" Forex. you must recruit. Yet, they are selling people the fake dream
that the big bucks come from trading, not recruiting.Find it here:
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid= 1020950604622942
O&id=1274370766 And here: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10209 070181613077&id=1274370766 You can even find him here
making one bold income claim: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1020 9687078395111 &id=1274370766 One of Austin's recents
Facebook posts was recognizing someone he personally enrolled. His rep's
name is: Fernando Madero Rios. (You can find both of them on Facebook}
Austin said that he's so proud of Fernando because before IML he was broke
and homeless. And after 12 months, he was making $2.5 million mexican peso
per year. (now THOSE are some bold claims with no income disclosure) Here's
the actual post: https://m. facebook.com/story .php?story_fbid=10209
894443459108&id=1274370766 Some of Fernando's post making the same
bold claim: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1015
8133229015311 &id=63793531 O Here are
more: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid= 10209
968180862497&id=1274370766 And more: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1020973919505799 5&id=1274370766 And more:
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1020958980836342
1&id=1274370766 lfyou research most IML reps, they are pretty much doing
the exact same thing Vemma distributors did with social media. "Leading with
hype" They also started a movement just like Vemma's YPR aka Young People
Revolution. Called GV aka Global Visionariez. Just look them up on Facebook
and You Tube. Little did I know, Alex Morton, former Vemma Royal
Ambassador, is the Vice President Of Sales of iMarketslive. This company are
misleading to the public and it's likely to be a scam.
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